IV. World Art Day
2015
Slovakia
IV. WORLD ART DAY IN SLOVAKIA - EVENT

World Art Day 2015 in Slovakia
April 11, 2015

in
Gallery of Slovak Union of Visual Arts (Bratislava)
and
the Garden of Art (gallery exteriors)
in cooperation with
Associations organized in SUVA
Academy of Fine Arts and Design
Institution of Educational Studies – Visual Arts Dept.
Architecture Department – Institute of Design
Club of Photographers
...and many individuals
IV. WORLD ART DAY IN SLOVAKIA - EVENT

April 11, 2015, 14:00 – 20:00, program:

Current exhibition:
Great hall: Alexander Toman – Dark blood of sorrow flows through my veins
Small hall: Memorial to „Family“ of Tomislav Kolakovič

Program for visitors:
from 15:00
* Workshop of designers „Design drawing“ – learn how to draw your ideas and imaginations with pedagogues and students of Design Institute
* Workshop „Monotype“ – create your own graphic artwork with student and PHDs from Visual arts Department of Philosophical University
* Workshop „Mini RAKU“ – organizers of Gemer Phenomenon symposium help you model, dry, glaze and sinter your original artwork
* Painting in action“– together with visual and media artist Denisa Bogdalíková help us redecorate and smarten up grey exteriors of Gallery
* Presentation of photo club Fantasy studio“– meet members and learn about activities of Photo club (recommended for youngsters interested in photography)
* Consultations for all interested in study of visual arts – free guidance through the system of education of visual arts by pedagogues Braňo Jelenčík and Robo Makar
Od 17:00 – Guided tour through current exhibition – artworks by Alexander Toman from view of curator Bohunka Hajnalová
Od 18:00 – Discussion on Status of the Artist with Chairman of SUVA and President of IAA Europe Pavol Král’
IV. WORLD ART DAY IN SLOVAKIA - PROGRAM

April 11, 2015

Photo Club Presentation

Meet professionals and youngsters addicted to photography
IV. WORLD ART DAY IN SLOVAKIA - PROGRAM

April 11, 2015

Workshop „Mini RAKU“

Create your own original ceramic artwork
IV. WORLD ART DAY IN SLOVAKIA - PROGRAM

April 11, 2015

„Mototype“ workshop

Create your own graphic artwork
IV. WORLD ART DAY IN SLOVAKIA - PROGRAM

April 11, 2015

Guided Tour
Design drawing
Consultations
IV. WORLD ART DAY IN SLOVAKIA - PROGRAM

April 11, 2015

Status of an Artist Discussion
IV. WORLD ART DAY IN SLOVAKIA - PROGRAM

April 11, 2015
Painting in Action
IV. WORLD ART DAY IN SLOVAKIA - MEDIA

Full story about WAD in Slovakia:
http://www.rtvs.sk/televizia/archiv/7600/62977
Evening News at Slovak Radio and Television Broadcast
April 11, 2015 00:17:55

All photos:
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.969828113050536.1073741870.200745866625435&type=3
Support from municipality.........................0 Euros

Support from Ministry of Culture...........0 Euros

Volunteers and participants
.............................priceless 😊